The spectrum of the n eutral bromine atom, TIn, has bee n newly investigated by using electrodeless discharge tubes as light sources. The observations have led to a list of wavelengths and estimated intensities for 1253 spectral lines in the range 1067 to 24100 A. The n1!mber of known energy levels has been increased to 123 even and 128 odd levels, as co mpared WIth the 27 even and 33 odd levels previously known. All predicted energy levels of the 482 4p4 ns, np, nd, nf electron configurations from 0 to",,93250 K have been discovered. The observations in the vacuum ultraviolet establish that the positions of all the levels lying above those of the ground co nfiguration ~s given in the .compilation Atomic Energy Levels, Vol. II (1952) should be lllcreased by 6.7 h. All bu t 26 fall1t h nes of TIl' I have been classified. A total of 67 lcvels has been ascribed to the 482 4p4 nf configurations. It is demonstrated that the nf configurations exhibit almost pure pair coupling. The very regular (3P2)nf[5]OIl /2 series yi elds for the pri neipal ionization energy of TIr I the value 95284.8 K.
Introduction
( It has been part of the recent program of this laboratory to obtain improved descriptions and analyses of the first and second spectra of the heavier halogens. Work on the Br II and 01 I spectra is currently in progress, and the res ults for II and In have already been published [1 , 2) .1 It is the purpose of the present paper to report the res ults for the first spectrum of bromine, Br I. who made a rather extensive study of hyperfine structure (hfs) in Br 1. In the course of the latters' analysis of th~ structure of 64 lines in the range 4390 to 8700 A it was found that a number of lines exhibited hfs patterns that could not be satisfactorily explained on the basis of the interpretation of these lines as offered by Kiess and de Bruin. Without going into details, we merely state that all the anomalies encountered by Tolansky and Trivedi have been eliminated by the extended analysis of this spectrum given in the present work. Iodine and bromine are very freq uently used in electrodeless metal-halide lamps [3] serving as light sources for the study of rare-earth and other metallic spectra. Since the spectrum of both the metal and ~he haloge!l will appear when such a lamp is excited, It IS essentIal that the user have available a complete and accurate description of the spectrum of the halogen in order to separate the halogen lines from those of the metal under investigation.
The most thorough study of Br I hitherto available is that contained in the excellent paper on the structure of the arc spectrum of bromine published 30 years ago by O. O. Kiess and T. L. de Bruin [4] . That paper gives, also, a summary of the investigations of Brr carried out prior to 1930. The Brr ~j analysis by Kiess and de Bruin appears with minor revisions in the compilation "Atomic Energy Levels" [5] , and when we refer to the analysis given by those authors we shall mean the form as presented in AEL.
,
The most significant contributions to the study of Br I to appear since 1930 are those by P. LaCl'oute [6] , who studied the Zeeman effect in this spectrum and made some wavelength measurements in the Schumann region; and by Tolansky and Trivedi [7] , This considerably improved analysis results largely from the use of more refined apparatus, photographic emulsions, and light somces than were formerly available. The analysis rests chiefly on the 103. 5 spectral lines that we have recorded for Brr by using electrodeless discharge sources in the photographic air region. In comparison, Kiess and de Bruin's line list contained only 330 lines, which is reduced to 274 when the 56 lines listed by them but not confirmed in our work are rejected.
The analysis of Br I as given in AEL has undergone a number of changes as a result of clues furnished by the greatly augmented line list. These changes can be summarized briefly as follows:
The new wavelengths have permitted us to find 123 even and 128 odd levels for Br I compared with the 27 even and 33 odd levels listed in AEL.
. Wavelength Material
(a) Vacuum region: We have observed the bromine spectrum below 2000 A by use of a vacuum spectrograph having as dispersing element a concave grating of two-meter radius and ruled with 30,000 lines per inch directly on Pyrex. The plate factor. at the normal (1920 A) is 4.26 A/mm, and the plateholder covers the range 0 to 2570 A in the first order.
The light SOID'ce was an end-on glass discharge tube having two side-arms set off by stopcocks and containing reservoirs of bromine and iodine. The discharge tube was affixed to the slit housing of the spectrograph by means of an O-ring seal, so that the slit opened directly to the discharge. The bromine vapor was retarded from entering the main spectrograph chamber by continuous pumping through a trap that entered the discharge tube just before the slit. The bromine vapor pressID'e in the discharge, excited in the field of 2450 Mc/s radiation from a microwave oscillator, was partly controlled by regulating the temperatID'e at the bromine reservoir. Helium was also admitted into the discharge. The auxiliary iodine reservoir was used to provide standards [1] to supplement the impID'ity standards of hydrogen, helium, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and chlorine [8, 9] . We used EK 103a-0 UV and SWR plates and measured the 1000 to 1280 A region in the second order and the 1000 to 1650 A region in the first order.
Table Al in the appendix lists the 124 spectral lines in the vacuum region that we have attributed to Br I. The observed wavelengths in the first column of this table represent the weighted means of only two measID'ements o in the second order for the range 1067 to 1120 A and of three or more measurements in the first and second orders for the range 1120 to 1633 A. I'Ve have also made use of measurements by W . C. Martin and C . H. Corliss of certain bromine lines that occID'red on their iodine spectrograms.
The new wavelengths have made it possible to establish the ground Br I energy separation 4p 5 2p~/ 2 -2p~/ 2 as 3685.2 K with an estimated error of ± 0.3 K .2 Since none of the higher Br I energy levels make transitions to the ground term that yield lines in the air region, it is necessary to fix the energies of these higher levels with respect to the ground 2p~/2 level by use of the vacuum observations only. OID' new vacuum wavelengths establish the absolute positions of all levels above the ground level to an estimated accuracy of ± 0.3 K and require that the corresponding values for Br I levels in AEL be increased by 6.7 K. ' Througbout tbis paper we use tb e Dam e kayser. witl> sym b ol K, for the unit Of wave number Cln-J• Since the relative positions of the higher Br I levels have been accID'ately fixed by observations in the air region, we can calculate the Br I lines in the vacuum region on an accurate and uniform scale once we have made the energy connection between the ground and excited levels through our measID'ed vacuum wavelengths. These calculated wavelengths are given in column 2 of table AI; they agree to a better extent with the measured wavelengths over the entire range than to the ± 0.01 A we would have ventured to estimate solely on the basis of examination of the agreement of wavelengths derived from the different exposures, and especially in recognition of the inadequate standards in certain parts of the region.
(b) Air region: A preliminary list of Bn wa velengths in the photographic air region was given earlier by Tech and Corliss [10] . One will find in that paper a thorough description of the experimental procedure and the preparation of the light sources, which we summarize briefly.
Workers have encountered in the past two major difficulties in obtaining a light source suitable for the investigation of the bromine spectrum: (i) bromine is so chemically active a material that it attacks hot internal electrodes; and (ii) water vapor in the bromine causes the appearance of troublesome extraneous bands. Both these difficulties were eliminated in the present work by using electrodeless discharge lamps, excited by a Raytheon Microtherm microwave generator at 2450 Mc/s. For our first series of observations, we used lamps containing BeBr2, but for the more recent series we used lamps containing pure bromine vapor at a pressure of the order of several millimeters of mercury and dried by means of several passes through P 20 S as described in [10] . The absence of water vapor in our lamps is attested to by figure (1) , displaying the bromine spectrum in the vicinity of Hex (6563 A). It will be noticed that Hex does not appear at all in the bromine exposure. On the other hand, this figure shows clearly the highly objectionable Br2 background that occurs on spectrograms of long exposure and that reduces the effective resolving power. Furthermore, the presence of such bands often makes it difficult to decide whether certain faint lines are of atomic or molecular origin.
The spectrograms were made in the first and , wherever possible, second orders with concave gratings having 7,500, 15,000, and 30,000, lines per inch, and mounted in parallel light (Wadsworth mounting) , giving first order plate factors of 10, 5, and 2.4 A/mm respectively. All the spectrograms bore exposures to an electrodeless lamp containing thorium or iron or to the iron arc, to serve as secondary standards il~ the determination of the bromine wavelengths. The plates were reduced either by linear interpolation and a correction curve, or by putting the micrometer readings of the. lines on punched cards and carrying out the reductlOn by use oIan IBM 704 computer, which adjusted all wavelengths to fit a fourth degree equation determined by least squares . Table A2 contains the wavelengths, intensities , wave numbers, and classifications of 1035 Br I lines 506 \ . . ' .
",' 1 ). .. observed in the range 3325 to 12810 A. Except for the weaker lines in the r egion 4264 to 5721 A, and except for very faint lin es over the whole range, the ..; wavelengths in the table represent the weighted mea ns of from two to eight m eas urem ents. Because ( ' of t he inherent broadness of man y of the lines, partly as a r es ult of' unresolved hy perfin e structure, and b eca use the weaker li nes were only m eas ured once or Lin es ill table A2 whose wavelcn gt hs are conn ecterl rby bnlces are ill dividufllIy m easured compo nents of resolved 01' partially resolved hyper:fin e stru cture.
Most of the Br I lin es exhi.bitin g such wide, resolved hfs patter ns result from transitions involvin g the 1 4p4(1D z)5s 2D 5/2' zD 3/ Z levels 01' the 4p4(3P2) 5s ' JP 5/2 1,.1 evel, a clue that was very useful in the analysis.
Th e character of certain lines is indicated by .). insertin g the following symbols after t he in tensity of the lin e: c almost resolved hyperfine structure cl unresolved double line I , h hazy, diffuse H very hazy, very diffuse I,.l . s shaded to shorter wavelengths w wide r W ver y wide.
Thc nUll1 bel'S in column 2 of the table ar e visual I estimates of the intensities on an approximately lin eal' scrtie where the faintest lin e is assigned an I in ten si Ly 1. It must be emphasized that these " relati \T e intensities are valid only over small wavelength ranges, and no attempt has been m ade to r adjust Lhc values to take in to account the varying I se ll sitivi ty of the photographi c emulsions.
Lines of wavelength greater than 11 316 A were m ens m ed also on the infrared recordi n gs descri bed in the next section. For cOl1lp<ll'ison , the in tensities derived from these r ecordin gs are listed in parentheses followin g the photographic inten sities for these li nes in table A2 , The sy mbol (m) indicates that the line was masked on Lhe recorder charts either by a standard lin e 01' by a bromin e li ne of another order. Table A2 incorporates sever al improvem en ts over our earlier list of wavelengths. Additional chlorin e lin es were deleted by consulting the u npublis hed chlorine lin e list of Corliss. Chlorin e accounted for nea rly all the impurity lin es . found on oU)' spectrograms. FmLhel'Jl1ore, several hint Jin es, m eas m ed ~nly on ce, especially in the region 4725 to 4825 A have been ascribed to Br2 and r emoved from the list. The lin e at 4358.33 A h as been attri.buted Lo H g and probably origilHt ted in the scattered li ght en tering the slit from Huoresce n t illumination in our source room.
More importanLly, addi tion al plates have been measured in p arts of the spectrum above 7400 A.
This has not on ly yielded a number of n ew lin es in t his region , but also has allowed us to correct a small systematic error of un certain origin that was presen t in some of the earlier m easurements in this r egion . Corona, and by E. D . Tidwell at the Bureau. In both laboratories electrodeless discharge lamps, containing pure bromine and excited by 2450megacycle microwave diathermy units, served as light source. The records made at Corona were obtained by scanning the spectrum with the highresolution grating spectrometer designed and built at the National Bureau of Standards. This apparatus has been described by Humphreys and Kostkowski [11] . The bromine wavelengths were measured on these records by linear interpolation between krypton standards that were introduced by reflection from back of the various filters used to sort out the higher order bromine lines. This procedure does not yield the most precise wavelengths, but it was entirely satisfactory for 0UI' purposes. For nearly all lines, the departure of the measured wavelengths from those calculated by the combination principle was less than 1 A. All lines (except 19317 A and 21093 A) of intensity 40 and above in the region beyond 19000 A were also measured on the tracings made by Tidwell, who used the infrared spectrometer at NBS. These wavelengths could be measured with precision by interpolation between the white-light fringes of a Fabry-Perot interferometer that were recorded simultaneously with the bromine spectrum. This technique, as well as the spectrometer apparatus, has been described by Plyler, Blaine, and Tidwell [12] .
With the exception of a single chlorine line,3 every line established from these records can be classified as a transition between Br I levels whose 3 15730.1 A. This is the only impurit y line foun d on the trac ings; it occurred wit h inten sitv 5 on our scnle. Accorclin l;! to t he recent work of L-Iunlphreys an d P an! [13J. it is t he second strongest Clline in the region studied . The strongest Clliue , at !5869.71 , was masked by a Br line oCanother order. values have been accurately determined from obse1'li vations in the photographic ail' region. Precise ./ wavelengths for these lines can therefore be calcu-{" lated by use of the combination principle. It is / these calculated wavelengths that are listed in table l A3, which includes four lines above 12000 A that were also observed photographically.
The relative intensities given in the second column of this table express, in ten ths of an inch, the heights of the recorded line profiles above the continuum . One of the tracings furnished by Humphreys was selected to provide the standard scale to which the I intensities of lines measured on other tracings would ;:' be referred. As the spectrum was being scanned, lines of intensity greater than 85 were attenuated by ( manual adjustment of a resistance network introduced in the input of the amplifier. The measured heights of these lines were multiplied by the known I attenuation factors corresponding to the various ' +l resistance box dial settings. Since the amplifier is LJ linear within the limits of loading, and the response of the detector is almost flat within the range covered, the relative intensities are considered to be very reliable over intervals of sever al hundred angstroms, but not over the entire r egion covered, inasmuch as . no correction was made for the spectral response of).. the detector or angular distribution of energy from j the grating.
' <j
In table 1 are displayed the wave numbers and in-! tensities (in parentheses) of certain important I multiplets observed in the radiometric region. Ob-""' served multiplets that helped to establish the important e p )6s 4p levels are shown in table 2. In A both these tables, transitions allowed by the selection rules, but unobserved, are indicated by horizontal ~I bars.
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) r ltl I 74672. 32 'P;" 75009. J3 'P;" 758 14. 00
(1 700 ) 7563. 85 ( 750 ) 7227.04 ( 20 ) 7989. 25 ( 110 ) 7652. 44 (338) 6847. 57 79178.33 ( 1250 ) 6714. 67 ( 1800 ) 6964. 52 ( lO w)" 8833. 85 ( .55 ) 6711. 21 ( 24 ) 6398. 60 " Th esf' two li ncs w erc obscrved photographi cally.
Term Structure of Err
Th e un excited state of' t he neu tral bromin e atom is chctracterized by the elec tron confi guration 48 2 4p 5, which yields an inverted 2p term of odd parity. From t be vacuum. ultraviolet obsel'nt tions di sc ussed abo \-e, t he position of 4824p52P~ /2 is found to b e « 3685 K , r elative to 2p~/2 taken as ze ro. The 4 84p 6 ~ con fig uration gilTes one e\' en le l-el, 281/2, while all othcr known Br [ levels arise from exci ted config urations of the type 48 2 4p4 nl, where l stands f'or the letters s, p, d, f indicating the orbital a ng ular momentum qu antum number , and n is the principal qu a ntum number. I t is convenient to r efer to 48 2 4p4 nl confL gura tions simply as nl configurations . The terms t hat are expected th eoretically for each j of' these configurations are di splayed in table 3, ' " built in the L'i sc hem e. The nllevels are b ased on, .-and can be deriv ed from, the parent 3P2, 1,0 ID2 and ISO terms of the 4p4 config uration of the ion, Br+.
The observed distribution of the levels in each of the Bn nl configurations indicates that the couplin g energies of the 4p4 core dominate tb e structure of t he Br I levels. W'ith just a few excep tion s the coordination of Br I le vels to sp ecifi.c compon ents of the limiting 4p4 terms is unambig uou s. When discussing Br I levels in text, tbis limil is stated explicitly . HowelTer , in our tables of' obser ved lines, the le vels in vollT ed in th e class ificaLion or the lines are written in an abbreviated no tation , which affix es no prime, one prime, and two primes Lo th e symbol for l-value to designate that the level is b ,tsed on the 3P2, 3P I , and 3Po parent, respecti l'ely . For Im'c!s based on ID2 and ISO, the parent is stated ex plicitly .
The positions of the Br II 4p4 levels h al'c b een accurately determined by Martin and T ech [14] , who established the 4p 43P 2, l. 0 levels from n ew observations of the vacuum ultraviolet spectrum and t he ID2 and ISO levels from observations in the air r egion of the " forbidden " magnetic dipole transition s, 4p4 3P z -4 p 4 ID 2 and 4p4 3P I _ 4 p 4 ISO . Sin ce the distribution of th ese p ar ent levels manifests itself in the structure of all the Br I configurations, th e positions of th e observed parent levels are r ep eated her e in table 4, together with a sligh tly differ ent fL t to in termediate coupling theory 1'rom Lhat given earlier .
The spin-orbit interaction energies in th e 4p4 configuration may b e obtained by re lT ersin g the sign of tv in the matrices [or p2 given in The Theory oj Atomic Spectra [15, p. 268 where Fo = Fo(4p, 4p) and F 2 = 25 F2(4p, 4p). The choice of coupling parameters in the previous calculation of the distribution of Br II 4p4 levels [14] resulted in the fit shown in the third column of table 4 . Since these discrepancies reappear to some extent in the calculation of Br I 4p 4 5s1evels presented below, it has seemed worthwhile to recalculate the parents in order to demonstrate that, with just a small change in parameters, the calculation of Br II 4p4 ISO can be improved without appreciably affecting the fit for the 3P 2 •1 •0 levels. The new fit, shown in the last column of table 4, is a strict least squares fit to the four levels other than IDz• It predicts the total energy spread of the configuration exactly, and emphasizes that the larger discrepancy for 4p4 ID2 may actually be due to a perturbation by a higher level, since the discrepancy is in the right direction. Tables 5 and 6 contain all the energy levels of the neutral bromine atom that we have been able to find by using the new wavelengths. The tables are arranged so as to display clearly the level parentage, configuration, and series. For each level are given the energy (E) relative to 4p 5 2p~/2 taken as zero, the absolu te energy valu e (T) measured from the principal ionization limit, i.e., from Br II 4p43P Z, and the effective quantum number (n *) calculated according to n*=-v(R/ T), where R is the Rydberg constant for bromine, 109736.56 K. The designations of the levels, usually in both the LS scheme and the J el scheme, are given just to the left of the first member of each series and hold for all other levels of the series. In all except the nj configurations one might say that the coupling is "midway between" the LS, J ci, and J el coupling schemes. The almost pure pair-coupling in the nj configurations permits positive assignment of J el symbols to the nj levels. All other levels are consistently referred to in terms of the adopted LS symbols, for reasons of tradition, of the general familiarity of this notation, and of the lack of any really satisfactory solution to the vexing problem of notation for intermediate couplings. of being met from above and from below by such a lin e), then there is a change of paren t in ei ther going to the next higher or the next lower group .
The separation of the level groups for each nl clearly refl ects the energy differences of the parent limits shown by the dashed lines in the figure. Thus, except for absolute energy position , the levels of many nl sets have the same appearance in this figur e: tIn'ee groups of levels held apart by the parent differences. This "building-block" character is well observed at 4j, 5j, 6p, and 78, for example, and can be expected to hold at aU high n . The dotted level positions represent some predicted, but unobserved, levels based on (SPeo). It is seen that the only unobserved levels based on parents other than (SP2) and lying below the (SPz) limit are those of (Sp)) 8p, (3P J) 7el, and (SPo)8,s. The other dotted positions fall above the (SP 2) limit, and the atoms excited to thes e levels can be expected to autoionize. ] t is convenient at this point to discuss the extent to which significance may be attached to the symbols used in thi s paper to describe the energy levels.
The LS symbols are based on an examination of t.he intensities in the transition arrays, with symbols b eing assign ed in such a way that the 514 -\
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in tensity rela tion s most n early conform to t he W J llknowll LS rules . Th e arrays used wer e those co ntn ining levels of low prin cipal qu a ntum number n, t he assignmen ts bein g r etain ed alon g eries wi thout r egard to in tensities. LS symbols assigned to levels in t hi s way will not n ecessarily surviv e if the act ual energy matrices in the LS sch eme ar e diagonalized a nd t he eigenvectors found , because when th e co uplin g stron gly departs from the LS scheme, the in te nsities then being governed more by, say, the J cl rules, Lh e LS symbols to whi ch one is led dep end Ill ore on J e and K and will no t wi t h assurance co rrespond to the major LS con tribu tion to the compos ition of the levels. A preliminar y rough dia,gon aliz ation of the Br I 5p energy matrices suggests, for example, that t he " per centage-m ethod" wo ul d r equire the (3P2)5p 4D~/2 a nd (3P l) 5p 2D~/2 LlVelS to h ave t heir designa tion s in ter ch an ged, wh er eas the in tensities would no t suggest t hi s. In an y case, th e depar t ure from LS coupling is so gr eat t hat L a nd S ar e no t good qua nt um numbers anywn,y, making m eanin gless any involved procedure for n amin g th e levels. In t he absJl1ce of r eli able eigenvectors, th e " in tensity-m ethod " seems to b e t he most attractive. Th e np LS assignm en ts in Br [ turn ou t to correspond exac tl y to those in F I [16], bu t ar e quite differ ent from those adop ted for t he I [np levels by Kiess a nd Corliss [1] , who assigned LS symbols by formin g a one-to-one best correspondence of L ande g-factors to obser ved g-factol"s. For s mall depar tures from pure LS coupling, aU tlll'ee methods should r esul t in th e sam e designations.
tres,t rnent is based upon t be general formulas of M oller [l 8], who calcuIn.ted the p4t matrices of electrostatic energy in t he J et sc heme. The correspondi ng m atrices of spin -orbi t in ter action have recen tly been provided by Kallen a nd appear in the appendix of refer ence [1 9] . A pair-, or J el coupled conftgurationis char acterized by (i) a domin ation by t he core couplin g en ergies, and (ii) an electrostatic in ter action of t he ou ter electron with the core that is stronger than t he spin coupling of t his electron. The second requ irement means, in the case of the 4 p4nl configuration s of Br I , that the contribution of F2(4p, nl ) to the level energies must be grea ter than that of Int and the G k ( 4p, nl) . The notation used for a level in a paircoupled config uration is that sugges ted by R acah [20] , in which the level is designa ted as ( )nt [J{JJ. wher e t he paren t is placed in the parentheses, and wher e J{, the in termediate quan tum number , is t he qu anti zed resultan t of the coupling of th~ to tal angul ar momen tum J e or the par en t ion wi t h the orbi tal a ngular momentum of t he extern al electron .
The coupling of K with the spin of t bis electron gi ves t he J-value of the level. E ach J{-value thus has t wo J-values associated wi th it, J = J{± K For Br I , J e can take the values 2, 2, 1, 0, and 0, corre- The last t wo ar e, of course, independent of coupling, bu t the first t wo ar e easily violated when depar tures from pure pair coupling OCCUl', b ecau se th e en ergy ma trices ar e no t di agon al in J e or J{. Owing to th e depar t ures in Brr from any pure coupling sch eme, the sin gle level eigenfunctions of any such scheme ar e mixed . L, S, J e, and I{ ar e no t very good quan tum numbers, and the only r estrictions on tr ansitions seem to be those on pari ty and IJ.J. 4 
. Ionization Limits
Ideally, on e should like to designate obser ved levels in the no tation of the couplin g scheme in whi ch t he energy ma tri ces are ah'eady most di agon al, t hat is, in which ther e is the least non diagon al con tribu tion to the energies (eigenvalues). In this sense, the Br I ' r/:/ conftgm ations ar e very nearly pair-coupled, and J el symbols should cer tainly be used for the ' r/:/ levels. For the sake of consistency, J el symbols have also been assigned to the other Br I levels, as altern atives to the LS symbols. This is justiftable on the ground s th at for ns the choice of J et or J d notation is arbi tr ary owin g to the iden tity of the matrices built in the t wo schem es, while for np and nd the notation could be equally well J el or A very sharp determination of th e principal Jc.i sin ce the coupling is intermediate. In these ionization limit of th e n eutr al bromine atom is cases only exact calculation would allow us to decid e possible now th at the (3P2)nj[51~1 /2 series has been in favor of one or the other scheme, and this would observed . This series is found not only empirically still be difficult for nd because of the sizea ble per-to provide the b est value for the limit; it is also t he t urbation s that afflict the nd conftgm ation s. The series one might exp ect on theoretical grounds to J cl designations for the Br I np levels have been provide such a b est valu e. The theoretical criterion c hosen on the basis of approximate calculations by one should use in the selection of the least p ertmbed usin g the diagonal J j. energy expressions. Di agon al series for the limit determination is that the effect of expression s are less valid for nd, so that only general nondiagonal matrix elem ents connectin g the levels cO ll sidem tions of level position s could be in voked to other levels of common I and J value sh all b e very in t ile assignment of J el no tation , the prim ary em-small or zero. In gen eral, this criterion res tricts phasis bein g placed on tb e intensities of (3P2) 4d-consider ation to series of levels with high I and J ep2)n/ transitions for the (3 P2)4d design ations and valu es. 5p-4d, 5p-5d tran sitions for t he other nd designa tio ll s.
Since no level with J = 11/2 can occur in the np The m ain features of J el couplin g and t he theoretical configurations, t her e will b e no p erturbation of t he trea tm ent of electroni c configurations exhibitin g t his (3P2)nj[51~1 /2 series by levels of those configuratIOns. type of coupling are discussed at length by M inn-Indeed, th e only nondiagon al el em ent th at m akes a Imgen []7] in hi s fm e paper on AI' n. The theoreti cal connection t o t his seri es is th e [4 p clem ent between ep2) [5E' /2 and eD2) [5] ~' /2' but the latter nj series is well above the ep2) ionization limit, the lowest m ember of the series, ('D z)4j[5E'/2' being already more than 5000 K above the (3P 2) limit.
The actual determination of the limit from the e p 2)71j[5E' /2 series has been carried out graphically. The bIIective (principal) quantum number, n*, of a seri es member is defined by the relation T= R/ (n*)~, whClre Tis th 9 position of the LweI measured from tha series limit and R is the Rydberg constant, which for bromine equals 109736.56 K. If the series is Ritzian, then n *= n -a -{3Tn , where n is the running principal quantum number and a and {3 are constants for a given series. The position of the series limit is taken as that value for which the plot of (n-n *) versus T n yields the b ast straight line. The quantity (n -n *) defines the quantum defect, o= a + {3T". In practice it is usually more convenient to plot T n against (0-0), where 0 is some integer for the series such that (C-0) is the part of n * to the right of the decimal. Figure 3 shows that a very nearly straight line results if the 4p 4(3P2) limit is taken to be 95284.80 K above the 4p5 ?P~/ 2 ground level of Br 1. The vertical lines tluough the points npresent the deviation of (1 -0) r esulting from a change in the limit of ± 0.10 K. If the adopted series limit is reduced by only one kayser, we obtain the unsatisfactory and unreasonable behavior of this series depicted by the second plot in figure 3 .
With the adopted IP = 95284.80 K, we have made a least squares calculation of the constants a and {3 by using the fiTst five series members. How well these constants reproduce the series members can be seen from table 7 . The position of (3P2)9j [5] fl /2 would have to be raised by 0.09 K in order to bring its point in figure 3 onto the line. This is certainly within the experimental error, since the level has been established on the basis oof two measurement § of a wide, hazy line at 7495.46 The upper curve results from changing the value of the Br I ionization pot ent ial by only 1.00 K fro m the value adopted for Br I on the basis of the lower plot . The vertical bars in t he lower plot show the effect on (I -Ii ) of a change of ± 0.1 K in the lim it.
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in this wavelength would bring the corresponding level into line.
The value of 95284 .80 K for the principal ionization energ;y is well supported by other series. The e p 2)nj [5] 9 /2 series gives an identical limit, although the point for 9j again falls about 0.1 K below the line, and again the spectral line e §tablishing the level is wide and faint (7783.44 A) . With this limit, the plots of the higher members of the (3P2)nd 4F9 /2 and (3P2)np 4D~/2 series are also very n early linear, while the greater deviation from lin earity in the first few members of each of these series is a result of the changing coupling conditions along the series. It may b e pointed out thftt, although the ftpparent depression of ep2)9j [5] fl /2 and ep2)9j [5] 3/2 is within the experimental uncertainty, the depression of th ese levels might more interestingly be a result of an inter-ionic Stark effect. The conditions at 9j ar e ripe for such an effect, and the character of th e observed lines from these levels are certainly suggestive of Stark broadening. Such an interpretatlOn is strengthened by the fact that the lines ep2)4cl 4F9/2-ep2)7j [5] YI /2 and CSP2)4cl 4F 7/2-CSP2) 7j [5] 3/2, as well as 9 out of 13 of the observed (3P2)4cl-ep2 )8j lines have been recorded as hazy or wide. The regularity of the CSP2)nj [5] Yl /2 series used to determine the ionization limit leaves no doubt, however, that the determination is an excellent one, accurate to probably ± 0.15 K r elative to the levels used in the determination , even allowing a small Stark effect on the n = 7, 8 members. Such an effect would have no more influence than the normal exp erimental error on the limit determination.
It seems reasonable therefore to adopt 95284.8 ± 0.5 K as th e position ofBr II 4p43 P2 above the ground level of Br 1. We have included in the s tated error the estimated accuracy of the absolute positions of the higher levels. With th e conversion factor 12395 X 10-8 ev/K as adopted in AEL, we obtain 11.811 ev for the principal ionization en ergy of Br 1.
If we use a more recent value [25] for the conversion factor, 8066 .03 ± 0.14 K iev, we obtain 11.8131 ± O.0003 ev for this ionization energy.
Although several Brr series having three members and based on the higher (3P1.o) are known, none of them is unperturbed. More accurate values for the positions of the higher limits can be found by com-
bining the abovc (3P2) limit with t he positio nsof the Brn 4p4 levels as given by MarLin and T ech [14] . It is estimated that these Br II levels ar e accurate to ± 0.5 JC. The five limi ts ar e then it follows: 99122 .3 CD2) 107373.9 (ISo) 123151.9 T hese are the lim its th at were used in Lhe cftlcula Lions of n * for the Brr levels.
Th e (3Pz) limit found in this investigaLion is 265 K lower thf1l1 that given in AEL, Vol. H. It is noteworthy thftt Catal an and Rico predicted ft valu e of 95300 Ie for this limit on th e basis of t heir study of the Gftl -Rb r sequence [21].
Levels of Even Parity
(ft) 4p4n8: Except Jor CPo) 88 Z Py" whieh is calcu-laLed to ftl,ll ftround 94650 K, every (SP ) 118 level through 118 th at is pred icted to lie below the (3P2) lLmit is now known . The (3P)58 group and the two (3 Pz)7s levels wcre known before. With the exceptioll of CP2)8s 4p 5/2, assigned to the 6el configuration in ARL, all other n8 levels are new. Tha CP)78 ZP3/2, 1/2 levels listed in AE L ft re spurious.
Th e most importall t of Lhe n ew CP )n8 levels are t hose belo ngin g to CP)68. The stron gest lines from these lrvels fall in th e lead-sulfid e and vacuum region s, but it has b een possible to dete rm in e all t he lrvels ftCc uratelv from wea ker lilles obsrrvrd in t he phologmphic a"iT region . Catalan and Rico [2 1], who made ft grap hical st udy of the Ga 1 -Rb I sequence by m cans of term values ftnd t he constants a an d {3 ftppearing in t he expression definin g t he quan tum defect, predicted the positions of Lhe then unknown (3P2) 68'P5/2 ftnd (3P 1)68 2 P 3/2 levels as 82300 K and 85649 K, r espectively, wbich arc r emftrlmbly close to th eir observed positions 82236 K nod 85435 K. Catalan and Rico also cami' to the co nclusion that (3P2) 58 2P3/2 at 67 184 K was considerably perturbed, its " unp erturbed" positio1l being 67969 K. However, the res~lts of eertn,in calculations, presented b elow, do not suppor t such a conclusion. It seems t hat the differing coupling conditions in the elements of t h" sequence studied by Cn,Lalull and Rico are r esponsible for the appeamnce that the 67184 l evel was perturbed.
In both the 58 and 68 configurations the zD term based on t h e (lD2) parent falls below the (3P2) limit. The term belonging to 5s is discussed b"low. The (ID 2) 68 2D3 /2 1evel, 94470. 7 Ie, has been established on the basis of only one line,)dentified as 4p5 2pO,,_ CD 2) 682D3 /Z' at 1101.498 A in the vacuum ultraviolet. This line was long regarded by us as belonging to Br II, but its intensity and the fact that it es"trtblishes t h e (lD 2)68 2D 3/2 level vvi thin just a few kaysers of its predicted position (table 11 ), make us believe t hat our idenLification is almost certainly correct. One othen wonders whether t he unclassified line at 51 :39 A mig ht not be (3 P2)5p ' lp~/ 2-(lD 2) 68 2D 5/2, placin g t h e latter level at 94460.97 K.
The only n8 co nfio'uraLion in which th e 28~ level based on the (,So) parenL falls below t he e p 2) paren t is 58. The r esults of ca,lculatiOl1s pre ented below give"-' 91940 K for the posit ioll of ('80)58 2 8". Ther e arc three eligible levels in t his vicinily that have J = 1j2, at 91691, 91824, and 91938 K. (Li'or intensity r easons and on the basis of calculaLions, t he level at 92090 K has b eon assigned Lo epo)7& 2P~.) Since the 91938 level agrees so well wiLh t he predicted position, we have interpreted th is l evel fts th e ('So) 58 2S".. The other two levels have bee n assigned to tho (3 P2)7d configuration. It is folt lhaL Lhis interpretation of th e two lower levels also leads to the most consistent ncl series. An observed u-factor for the level at 91938 K will be required in ord er convince us t hat t his interpretation is correct, however.
The ( It is seen th at. Kiess and de Bruin's 2SI/2 level is r eal and corresponds to our zD 3 !2 ' Altltou gll their 2D term is inverted wiLh respect Lo ours, it luts the same sepamtiol1, 18.2 K. This led to ft qualiLfttivcly correct interpretaLion of many lines in Ki ess and de Bruin's work, .w en though most of their (ID 2) 5s, 5p levels are spurious. Both levels of their (lSo)5p ?PO term are real but are actually based on the 3p p ar ent. Since Kiess and de Bruin established the (lD,) 5p levels on the basis of strong lines h aving the 18.2 K separation of their spurious (lD2) 58 levels, all (except 2p~/2) of their (I D 2) 5p lev 21s are spurious as wr11 , and are all (except "Pf /2) raised above real levels by an amount corresponding to the difference Ll = 1422.2 K. The reason that this fortuitous system could hftvo appeared so convincing-the transition array is displayed in r eferenc e [4] -is that B r 1 is a primf' example of a spectrum in which chance llum erical relationships occur among th o levels and give support to gross errors in the analysis. ] t is through such relfttionships that add itional elTors can easily be generated; in this case they also account for some of the incorrect J-values given by Kiess and de Bruin. 5 The energy levels of the Br I 4p 4 58 configuration have been calculated by diagonalizing the secondorder energy matrices buil t in the LS scheme. The matrices of spin-orbit interaction are obtained from those of p 2 8 on page 268 of T AS by reversing the sign of the spin-orbit integral associated with the core, t p. The diagonal electrostatic energies to be added to the spin-orbit matrices are as follows: and Fo=6Fo(4p, 4p)+ 4Fo(4p, 58) .
In the first diagonalization we adopted the values t4P and F 2 found above for the 4p4 configuration of parent levels. Tn order to compensate approximately for the discrepancy in the calculated position of the (lD2) parent, we have added an electrostatic COITection term C= -150 K to the diagonal energy expression above for the ~D term, built on (lD2) ' A least squares fit, holding C constant, was then made to the 58-levels other than 2D 5/2,3 /2, since this term is known to be perturbed. The calculation yielded ' The d imwlt y rests on the fact t hat t hree poirs of real odd levels in Br I h ave a lmost t lw sam e se paration , equ alJo tile abore differe"ce 6 . 1 8848.1.4-(' D 2) GJ = 733. 8 . The results of the fit are given in table 8 and show that the 2D l evels have fLppar ently been pushed down by abou t 300 K. It is for this reason that any attempt to determine physically meaningful parameters from the diagonal-sum rule necessarily leads to failure. Tn fact , this method yields an imaginary value for t4p and a negative GJ. In order to obtain better eigenvectors for a calculation of g-factors , we attempted to improve the parametric representation of the 58 levels by making a strict least squares fit to the levels other than 2D5 /2 .3 / 2 and by allowing all parameters (except C) to vary. The main effect on the parameters was a reduction of the value of t4P' The fit is shown in table 8 . By means of the eigenfunction expansion coefficients (table 9) obtained in this calculation, the theoretical g-factors can be calculated. These are compared in table 10 with the observed g-factors.
The g-factors for these 58 levels are derived from measmements of the Zeeman patterns we obtained by exposing to an electrodeless lamp placed in a field of about 37000 oersteds. Since om exposme times were not long for these preliminary exposmes, only the stronger Br I lines were recorded. These included most of the lines in the 58-5p transition array, however. Also averaged with our own measmements were values generously furnished us by W. F. Meggers, who had measmed some Br I Zeeman patterns occmring on his ytterbium spectrograms. The final observed g-factors should be accurate to better than 0.015 . The agreement between observed and calculated values is seen to be very good. The observed g-sums also agree well with the theoretical sums. It should be noticed that the LS levels 2P3/2 and 4P3/2 are thoroughly mixed.
It is gratifying that two effects predictable on the basis of the perturbation of the (lD2)58 2D levels are actually observed. The first concerns the group of moderately strong lines in the region 7975 to 8035 A. These lines fLll show resolved hyperfine structure and are (lD2) 58 2D -ep2)4j transitions, >   TABLE 9 . Eigenvectors oj the Br I 4p'5s levels, calculated with F 2(4p, 4p) = 1698.0, G, (4p, 5s) = 748 .5, \,,, = 2712 which point to apparent violations of the selec tion rule on the orbital angular momentum of the ex-Lernal electron, tJ.l = ± 1. A reasonable interpreta-Lion of these lines is that (LD2) 58 2D contains an admix ture of (JP2)4d eio·enfunctions. Probably each of the (lD 2)58 2 D levels is mixed wi th both of the two possible (JP 2)4d levels of the sam e J-value, but the 58 2D The e p)5s levels also co mbine wealdy with (3 P)nj levels, partly because of small 58 X 4cl interactions a nd also through th e CD2)5s 'D lev21s.
The other effect of the (ID 2)58 X (SP2)4d in ter action is a r eciprocal one to the above and concerns the unoxp ected in tensity of the (3Pz)4d -(I D z)5p tr ansitions, particularly the lin e at 10840 A, resulting
The eigenvecto r of each level is give n in t he column under t he itdopted designation of t h e level. The designations on th e ext reme left refer to pure L S states. The clements of the eigenvectors arc the expa nsion coefficients t ha t occur in t he co rresponding eigenfunction. For exampl e, t he eigenfunct ion of t he level called 2D 51, is a linear co mbinat ion of t hose for 2D512 and 'P51~ and is give n by Already at 58 the sepa, ration of the level groups iLccording to p ar entage is obvious. For n ~ 6 the dominance of t4p should permit the calculation and identification of th e n8 levels by usc of simplified ma trices for J ej or J el coupling. Since thes e iLre identical in the two schem.es for l = O, the co uplin g migh t be called J e8 co upling. The complete J e8 matrices for p 4 8 have b een given by Minnhagen [19] .6
The 2])512 l evel~t hu s has a purity of 97 .7 percent in t his a pprox im ittion. As was the ease in I I, the relative magnitudes of the J es matrix elements permit a simplification such that t he p 4 s levels in Br I may be calculated by use of the following approximate expressions: The LEI eigenvectors for (3P)58 show that. the J = 1/2 levels are relatively pure in the LS scheme while the J = 3/2 are thoroughly mixed. As might be expected, the calculation of (3P) 58 from the above J es expressions gives just the opposite results, i.e., the J = 1/2 levels are thoroughly mLxed in the J es scheme while the J = 3/2 levels are pure. This same behavior was found by 11innhagen in I I. The large electrostatic interaction of the J = 1/2 levels is also presen t for n ~ 6 and reveals itself through a larger nondiagonal contribution to the energy than for the (SP) J = 3/2 levels. The comparison of observed 68 and 78 levels with those calculated from the J es expressions is given in table 1l. Since the agreement is excellent for a rather large range of Gl, and since small perturbations are present at both 6s and 7s, it makes little sense to debate the exact value of G 1 in this approximation. A strict least squares fit gives G1 =! GI as 172 K and 62 K for 6s and 78, respectively. In the preparation of table 11, however, we have assumed that, G1 varies approximately as (n*)-3 in accordance with theory and have taken G1(4p, 68)= 190 K and G t (4p, 78)= 78 K, both based on the value of G,(4p, 58) found above. The nondiagonal contributions in kaysers to the (SP)6s, 78 energies for ' -P , 2p are as follows:
where the upper sign is always taken with the higher level of a given J . It is seen that even at 7s a positive confirmation of the level assignments can be effected by use of diagonal expressions only.
Coupling diagrams of the type found in TAS, chapter 11, cannot be constructed for a p 4 s configuration because the number of parami:lters necessary to d etermine the leVel intervals is greater than two. However, since the splitting of Br II (SP) is small compared to the distance from (3P) to (lD 2) or (ISo), the Br I (3P)ns levels can be described to a satisfactory approximation as a function of th0 ratio G1(4p,ns)/tv' This is itccomplished by omiting in the energy matrices the elements associated with (lD2) and (ISo). A coupling diagram showing the structure of p4(3P)n s in the transition from LS to Jd-01' J et-coupling has been constructed by Edlen [22, p. 132 ]. An equivalent diagram for the observed Br I levels is presented in figur e 4 and strikingly R,grees with the theoretical behavior of these levels. Since Gt vari es approximately as (n *) -3 and .\1> ~remains essentially constant alon g th e series, we have plo tted in fig ure 4 th e ns level, rcfelTed to the center of gravity of each group , against (n*)-3.
The mean values 7WPy,+2Py,) and ?WP3/ 2+2P3/2) arc also plotted and found to giv e two approxinmLely sLraight parallel lines, as exp ec ted. Th e slight irregulariti es are caused par tly by sm all p erturbfLtio ns of the levels. The observed crossover of t h e 4Py, and 2P3/2 levels is in accordance with theory.
It should be noticed that the plot yields an un ambiguous coordination of the levels to specific levels of the CP ) limit . > I~ ~.
;,
From a comparative study of the plo Ls in figures 4 a nd 5 one can obtain a qu alitative picL ure of th e pertul'bfL tions present in the CP)ns series, mostly caused by n8 X nd interactions . The displacements of Lh c p erturb~dl ov cls fLrc all small, b eing of the order of 20 to 50 K .
The CP o) 68 2 P Y2 level seems to b e fLbout 75 K too lov{, but the causo is no t clem', unless this displfLcement res ul ts from th e in flu ence of th e J = h l ev('lsi n the CP2)5d configuratio n thfLt lie 1000 to 1500 K higher. The CD2)4cl 2 Py; , 2S" levels arc probfLbly responsible for the perturbfLtion of CP 1)8s -lPy" which is about 50 K t oo hi gh. Th e high er e p 2) T is there relatively small, and n* is thcr efore quite se nsitive to changes in T , as is eviden t from th e express ion (b) 4p'Jnel : Sor tin g out alld int0rpreting th e Bl' I ncl encrgy levels is perhaps the most iu tricfLLe problcm in thc fLnalysis o f t his spectr um. Abundan t p Cl't Ul'ba tions and all interJllediatc type of couplill g severely complicate t he n,nalysis. IVe hfLve in the analysis attemp ted to make the b est possible usc of the observations. Th e interpretation of t h e Br I nd levcls as present ed in table 6 seems to b e th e mos t re,l,sonable d erivable from general arguments, observed line intensities, application of thil Ri tz formula, approximat e calculations, and the like. A more detailed s tudy of the nd configurations b ased on accumte calculations including interconfiguration al interaction migh t well n ecessitate t h e revision of SODle of the assignments, particularly of thos e levels baving low J-values. Reconsideration of the nel J=~~ levels might even bring the interpretation of (ISo) 58 2 Sv, into question, as poin ted ou t above.
1.

~
The separation of the ncl levels of each configuration into groups according to tho paren t limi ts is quite apparent. The (3PJ,o)4el, 5d, 6cl levels all lie below the ep2) limit and have b een found . The ('P J )7cl l evels are predicted to fall below th e ep~) limit but are so close ("' 94900 K ) to t his limit that they have not b een discovered. All (3P2)nel series ar c complete thTou gh Sel; each series thus conl-ains 521 five m emb er s. The CSP2) nd4F9/2 series is known t hro ugh 12cl. Of th e nd levels based on the high (l D 2) and (ISo) pfLrents, only th (lD 2)4d group falls below t he CP 2) limi t. AlllevC' ls in this group lUJ,Ve b ee n ident ified aL lefLst ten Latively.
'rhe grouping of the ncl lelTels iLccordin g to parent s uggests that th e coupling of tllese con figurations is intermediate b etween the J el and J c.i sch emes. The diagonal ener gy expressions for p 4 cl in Lhese two schem es have been calculated by Mbllel' and K allen, r espectively , fLn d can b e found in the paper by M in llhagen [19] . A comparison 01' Lhe JJ expressions with the observed levels reveals tbltt e\'en the observed ordering of R-p airs with r es pect to energy is not reproduced by th e diagonal J et expression s o n t h e assump tion that th e dominfLnt co ntri bution to the en ergy is due to F2(4p, nd) .
I t is fel t th at t he r eason for this lies, aL leasL in Lb e case of 4cl, in th e m agnitude of t he GJ in tegntl, whose effect on th e en er gies is probrtbly gr eaLer tImn that or F 2, implying It large d eparture from JJ co u pling, whic h requ i res a small G k con tribu t ion .
TJl e l ar ge Gt co ntribuLion pr obably ,tCcoun Ls in prtrt fo r th e bigll positio n or t he (3 P2 LS and J el symbol s assig ned these levels in table 6 ar e based on Lhe inLe ll sities of the 4d -nj, 5p -4d, and5p -5d combination. Th er e stilll'em }ti n sel'el'fll inconsistencies; in partic ular the combinin g properties or some levels vary llTegularly alon g a scries.
Only a ver y detailed consideraLion or p erturbation s, togeth er with acc urate calculaLion s, can ,tid i n the solution of this problem. Even ,1, cursory ex,tll1ina-Lion of' the efl'ectiye quanLum numbers of the ncl levels re lTeals markcd i1'l'egu1arities alo ng series . Apart from SLn fLll interaction wilh some n8 I e\"(~l s, th e pertmbation s arc primarily ,t resul t or t he o\'erlapping or proximity or groups of levels with difrerent n and b ased on different paren ts. Th e mos L s triking case of this is the (3PJ)5d X (3 P2)6d in Leraction, wlilch causes t he (3Pt)5cl group or 1e\'o1s to be slig hLly higher than expected . ] L is very possible th at the (3 Pz)6cl 4 F7 /2 an d (3 Pt)5el 2F 7 /2 1evels s hould have their designations interchanged. A (3 P1)6el X (S P2 )9el iJlteraction has app arently pushed th e (S PJ)6d g roup down.
The separation 01' these laller groups is difficult, how8\~er, and the assignmeJlts s hould be regarded as tentative. Their fmth er inte1'<tctioll with Lhe slightly higher (lD2)4cllevels is also probable. The (lD2)4d 2G9/2 ,7 /2 lel' els have been established with certainLy (sec table 6 ) . The other seven levels of the (lD 2)4cl group h ave recei I·ed their d esignations primarily on the basis of their position being such that they do not fit well inLo any (3P) groups. (Furthermore, we had just seven levels left over after unraveling the (3P)nd levels.) The order of the (lD2)4d levels bears a striking resemblance to the corresponding group in Kr II , bu t is in sharp disagreement with the J cl diagonal expressions (assuming dominant F 2), which predict the J=;~ levels to be the lowest.
The most important nd series showing any degree of regularity is the ep2)nd 4F 9 /2 series, for which
(2-0) is plotted against T in figure 6 . The nonlinearity of this plot is interpreted not as a failure to have the correct ionization potential, but as the effect of a gradual change in coupling along the series. The members from 9d through 12d are almost exactly linear. A change in the assumed ionization potential would cause the line connecting these levels to curve up or down. A least squares calculation of the Ritz constants a and {3 from these levels gives a = 1.35276 , {3 = -3.442 X 10-6 , from which the entire series has b een calculated. The results, given in table 12, reveal not only by how much the early series members lie too high because of the different coupling conditions, but also by how 522 ~. much the 7d and 8el levels have b een pushed down and up, respectively, by the (l D 2)4d 200/2 lel-el between them.
T AB 1,E 12. Obs erved energy level s of the 4~' (3 P2) n d 4F~/2 s erie. ' compw'ed with calcu lations u sing the Ri tz fo rm ula , as described in the tex t.
Confi g. , Thcse slight del-iations of the points representing (SP z)7cl, 8el 4-F9/2 indicate with certainty the presence of th e nearby perturbing level, which can be only (lD2)4el 20 9 / 2 , Until t his perturbation was recognized, the only strong Br I lines still remaining unclassified were those at 6096 and 61 33 A. That the line at 6096 A results from the transition (3P2) 5p 4D 7/2-(lD 2)4d 209/ 2 is unquestionably correct, because (i) it fortuna tely happens to be one of the two unclassified lin es whose hfs were reported by Tolansky and Tril-edi [7] , its obsen'ed structure fitting fairly well the splitting of (3 P2)5p 4D 7/2 derived from other lines, and (ii) it yiclds a value 91922 K for (lD 2)4d 20 9/?, w hich is t he proper position to account for the perturb ation or the nd 4F 9/2 series.
The other line, at 6133 A, is interpreted as the transition CPz)5p 4D s/2-(lD 2)4el 2 0 7/2 ' One addi--<; tional line h as been obser ved in the radiometric I region for each of the 20 levels. These are com-~ binations with (l D 2) 5p 2F 712. 5/ 2 and serve as furth er I evidence for the reali ty of the 20 levels. ....' (c) account the known hyp erfinc stru cture or 4g/2 (four F -levels) and adopting any l'otlsonable yalue for the un known structure of 4P~ (two P-le\' els), reyeals tha t one would expect t ho compon ents of 101 84 A to be abou t 0.1 K close r togeth er than the compo-~j~ n ents of 11094 A. F ur the rmore, it is apparen t from such a sketch th a t t hc measured separation of th e centers of gra "ity of the 11004 A compon ents very nearly represents th e tru e hI's splitting of th e 2S,A/o We therefore adopt 0.59 K as th e splI tting of the 2Sy, level.
"'
A calculation of the theoretical struct ur e of this lev el is r evealing. Following Slater [23] , we can .. ince J, = 1 /2~and the nucl ear spin 1 = 3/2, the en ergy sep ar a tlOJ1 of th e two F-levels will be l'ydb el'gs .
W e hf1 ve calcul a t,ed R.(O) from r ecen tly published [24] Hartrce-Fock r achal Wf1ve fun ctions for the bromin e 4s 2 4p5 configuration. The 4s-orbital of this c~nfi gllr a tion will not be very differ ent from thf1t or the 4s4p6 configura tion. We find R (O) = 15. 6. Inserting numerical values in th e above equf1tion we fin ally obtain ' E = 1. 37X 10-5 rydb ergs = 1.50 kayse l's.
(A r ela tivity correc tion would incr ease this valu e by a~ou t 14 % .) The above r esult is to b e compared WIth the observed valu e 0. 59 K . Some of the discr epancy between these valu es must arise from configura tion interaction . S uch an in ter action is undou btedly present, b eca use the two lin es undor disc ussion ar e examples of so-called two-electron jumps. The occurren ce of these lines at all indicates t~at t he Sp 6 configuration is mixed with a configLU'a-tIOn tha t would make the transition in a one-electron ju.mp . The interaction involved h er e is probably WIth one of the J = 1/2 levels of the 4d confiO' ura tion pos.sibly 4d 4P1/2. One would expect the h~v el with whICh the Sp6 2SI/2 is mixed to share some of the latter 's hyp erfine structure. Each of the 4(l levels witb J = 1/2 was checked for hfs but non e could defini tely b e established from our ' observations. , , ,.
Levels of Odd Parity
(a) 4p4np : The analysis of the system of odd levels of Br ~ was enormously simplified by tho o ccurr en c~ of almost pure J e l-coupling in the nj configurf1tIOns. Upon the identifica tion of a faw of th~ nj ~evels , th e r ast could easily be calculated and IdentIfied. We could then safely r egard all odd l evel~ left over as b elongin g to excited np configUl'f1 tIOns.
. ' It should a lso be m en tioned t hat a facto r of 2/3 is III issin g from t his equa tio n 111 Sla ter's wo rk, Vol. II, p, 266 . W! th the excep tion of the (3 P I )8p group, whi ch is predlCted to centor around 94675 K , all np levels for n = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 that fall b elow th e CPz) limit have been f?und : Two levels b olon gin g to (SP 2) lOp have boon Iden tIfied also. Of the level b ased on t he (lD 2 , ISO) par en ts, only th e (l D 2) 5p levels ar e b elow th e (SP2) limit. As in t h e ns and nd confiO'ura tions the np levels fall in to groups t h at reflect t h e stru c~ t~lr e of the Br It p4 par en ts . The coupling of the hlgh er np configm atiol1 s is b etween th e J e land J ej sch em es, ,bu t. appar e.n tly ,closer to J e l . H appily, configl!Ta tlO? llltel'fl.ctIOn or the np set of levels with th e nj se t IS. ~xtr em ely sll1f111. The very difI'er ent couphng exlubI ted by th ese two set of odd levels mf1y par tly accoun t for this minimal in ter action.
T~le ma:trices of spin-orbi t in terac tion for a p4p conhgura tlOl1 have b een calculated in an L S b as is and ar e presen ted in the followin g pap er in this lss ue of the Journal of R esearch. A stud y of th e B1' I np configura tions by m eans of t hese m atrices hf1s no t yet b een completed. The r esults of th e calcula ti(; >n s will appear ~a ter ,. together with th e r esults of Zeem an o,bser vatlOn s In progress.
It ~ay be. mentIOned that t be electros tatic [ 1 8) and SPlll-OI-bIt [19] elem en ts of th e p4l ma tr ices for pair-coupling h ave just bee n published , as well as t he p4l ma trices for J J -coupling [19] , calculated by K allen. Th e assignmen t of K-valu es to the ~r I np levels is based on in tensities a nd appl'OX lm~te ca~c ul a, ti on s with tbe J cl diago nal energy expressIOn s gIven 111 r eference [19] . Th e LS sym.bols are ?~sed on t he in tensities of 5p-5s, 6s, 4d tranSItIOns.
The Br I 5p configura tion is r a th er isolated and except 1'0 1' a few small in terac tions is r eO'arded as a pLU'e config ura tion. It sho uld t her efore be possible to rel?re~e n t . quite accurately in p arametric for111 t he dlstnbutlOll of t he 5p levels . It was for t his r easo r: , in fact, t ha t t he p4 p m a trices in in termediate couplt.ng were calcula ted . Since th e (1 So) 5p zp o term IS above the ep 2) limi t and has not been 0 bser ve~, i t is n ot pos~ible to use t be diagonal sum rule lU the calculatlOn of the parameters. The parameters may, h~wever , b e estimated in a variety of ways bas e~ on diagonal energy expressions in the sever al couphng schem es for levels of hio'h J-value on approximately calculated positions'=' for (1 So) 5p 2P O , and on level difI'erences. The approximate parameters found in this way can b e inserted in the energy matrices and improved by iteration.
The most interesting interaction occurrin g with the 3 5p configura~ion is I! erhap~, the ( It seems reasonable that the intensity ratio of I I lines just mentioned is, rather, a r tlsult of th e fact that 8044 A falls at the wavelength of peak sensitivity of EK -"N" pho tographic plates, whil e 9058 A was undoubtedly photographed on " Q" or " Z" plates, which are less sensitive than "N" plates by about a factor of 10. In Br I , the corresponding lin es bo th occur in the "N" r egion, and the relative in tensities ar e in the expected order . wher e all integrals refer to the (np, n'p) interaction. Approximate Br I 5p parameters, d erived as describ ed above, indicate that the eff ect of GU on [2] 3/2 brings its diagonal energy very close to that of [lJ 3/2' Since the two levels arc connected by GO, G~, and /;n'v, they repel each other in such f1 way, n eglectin g the action of the other levels in the configuration , as to make [1 13 /2 appear high and the K = 2 levels appear as a closer pair. The [1] f/2 level is push ed down b y all 5p J = l j2 levels abo ve it. This same type of eff ect is probably operatin g also in t h e case of the high Br I e p 2)4d [2] pair, as mentioned previously.
A qualitative picture of the run of Br r np levels and p er turb ations can b e obtain ed from figure 7, in which the quantum d efect is plotted agains t abso-· lu te l evel value. Th e points represen ting the e p 2)np 4D) /2 series art) very n early lin ear for n=6, 7, 9, 10. The slight d epression at n=8 is du e to th e interaction with ePl )4j [3 ] k An application of t h e Ritz formula with 0' = 2.57410, (3 = +3 .190 X 10-6 derived by least squares from e p 2) 7, 9, lOp 4D 1/2' reproduces th ese levels almost exactly a nd shows that the level at 8p is d epressed by about 2.6 K , its " unperturb ed " position b eing 91540.9 K . The sam e Ri tz formul a predicts e p 2 )5p 4D 1/2 to fall 114 K high er than observed , t h e d ep ar t ure b ein g a result of the r egular coupling ch ange along th e series. The gr eat d eviation from linCfwity exhibited in figUl'e 7 by the early m embers of t he CPz)np 4D 3/2' 4P 1/2 and (3 Po)np 2P 3/2" /2 series is probably not entirely due to p erturbations, since t he plots of mean , > term energies for each J-value ar c much more reg ular . However, th il possibility of a configuration r interac tion affecting these levels in such a way as > approximately to cancel out in the mean should not be overlooked. It seems fairly certain th at th er e is it CPo)6p X (3 P2)7p interaction, and the CPz)6p 4D 3/Z, ' P r/z levels may be influ enced by :> exceptions discussed below, definite. The pair struct ure of these levels is very marked, as can b e seen by examinin g the p air splittings in table 5 . All nj levels based on limi ts other tha n (3 Pz) and predicted to lie below the CPz) limi t have b een found. These ar e the 16 lev els of the (3 P] ,o)4j, 5j groups. All (, D z, ' So)nj lev els lie above the CPz) limit.
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.Most of th e obser ved transitio ns in volvin g the Br I nj levels occ ur in the (3Pz)4d -CP)nj arrays. As m entioned above, 58-nj transitions ar e also obser ved , primarily as a r esult of a 58 X 4d interac tion , but nearly all other lines involvin g nj levels would b e difficul t to observe sin ce they fall in a very unfavorable region of the sp ectrulll , th e far infrared and radiometric r egions. Th e CP2)4d -CPz)nj arrays are similar for each valu e of n as r egards the intensity relationships of t he variou s lines in the array, but the in tensity of any p ar tieular transition decr eases as a rule with incr easin g n. f n gen er al, for transitions b etween two pair-co upl ed config urations the lines will b e stron ger when l, J(, and J change by uni ty in the same direction , 01' , with a given t::.l ( = ± 1), when t::.J= t::.J(( = ± 1, 0) . As usu al, also, the stron ger lin('s involve th e hig her J-valu es .
The r epresentative CPz)4d -(3 Pz)5j array is shown in table 13. In this table, the adopted K-values of t he CSP2)4d
levels ar e fo und to~ether with th e corresponding L S desig nations. The only l'igorou s selection rule her e seems to b e that on J. It will b e noticed, however, that three transitions from 5j in this served. The perturbations that affect the (SP2)4d idea of the vertical scale in kaysers can be gained levels having J = 5/2, 3/2 and the difficulty at present for each value of n by noting the separation of the of appraising the quantum significance of the various pairs. For example, at n = 7, the vertical K-values assigned these levels, as mentioned in sep aration between 7][4]912 and 7][417 /2 corresponds another section, render premature any detailed to only 0.57 K, an amount that is probably gr eater correlation of intensity characteristics in the arrays than that by which either level is perturbed. The under discussion.
perturbations in the Br I nf configurations are most
The several perturbations that afflict the (SP2)n] conveniently discussed in terms of the Jet nonseries are vividly revealed by a plo t of quantum diagonal matrix components. We shall therefore defects against relative term values for these series consider first the energy matrices and the theoretical ( fig. 8) . . \-l 2J~F2+ 2g; G2 + 2g~G'I, where j ;, g;, g:, ar e numerical -coefficients whose values can b e fo und in M oller ' l p aper , H ,nd liz, G2, G4 ar e t h e familial' in tegr als I defined in T AS. L evels 0(' a gi ven K-p air h ave a ~ common ] ; coefficien L; th e p ail' splitting wi Lh r esp ect r sto J ll arises il'ro~ diffehrent C ' g; .and l _ g~ cOlelffi Gc~en tsd' m a pall' sp Ittmgs, t er e ore, Imp y sma an > G4 in Legrals. In th e Br I nj configurations, th e con trib u Lion to the level en ergies by the F 2 integral is much gr eater than th a t by the GZ and G4 in tegr als. N ondiagon al HZ is found only b etween lenls with r '
• off th e diagonal are G2 and G\ connecting le'-els whose K -values are equal or are differ en t by ± 1. I n oreler t hat K b e a good qu an tum number, it is thus essen tial th a t G2 and G4 b e small compar ed with F 2. J n th e ac tual calculation of th e nj level distribu-L ion , it is convenien t and sui table to mak e cer tain appro xima tion s. All CSo/D2)nj levels fall above the prineipal ionization limi t a nd non e was observed. Bli L since th ese levels ar e distan t and ar c eonnected to the levels based on CP) only thr ou gh nondiagonal GZ and G 4 (and /; 411) ' th e effect of omi ttin g th ese levels from t he en er gy m atrices will ca use n egligi ble error in t he calculated caP)nj en ergies. Furth ermore, gr eater accuracy in th e calculated distribu tion of t hese caP)nj lenls (18 lev els for each n ) can b e expected if we employ th e obser ved posi L ion s of the Bl' II CP) l evels r ather t han adop tin g Lh e p amm etric form for th ese parents . 'liVe thus r eplace the term E (parent level) -2F O in the above diagon al expression by th e quan tities: B , B + 313G.4, and B + 3837.5 , for levels b ased on CP2) , ePJ), and CPo) , r espectively, wlwre B is a constan t for any given n. This procedme automatically accoun ts for nondiagonal /;4/i' which may th en b e disr egarded .
We Lh us h ave 18 l evels for each n to b e represen ted in p aram etric form by foUl' param etC'rs, B , F 2, G2, and G 4 • The determination of m eanin gful par ameters canno t b e accomplish ed by a simple application of th e diagon al sum r ule, b ecause every obseI'vcQ Br I nj level, with the exception of memb ers of t he CPz)nj [5] ° series, suffers inter action wi th o th er configura tions. The extent of this interac tion can be r eason ably well estima ted only in the case of the (3 P2)nj[419 !2 levels, becau se almost the en tire interconfigura tional contribution to these mus t come from (3 Pj )nf [4] 9/Z levels, th er e b ein g no possibility of a J = 9j2 in th e np configurations. After G 4 has b een estimated as described b elow, F 2 can b e found from the(3Pz)nj [5] ~1 /2 -[4] 9/2= 3tF 2-}~6G4 diagonal interval, provided th e non diagonal in tracon figuration al con tribu tion to [4] 3/2, as well as the in ter configura tion al contribution, have first b een r emoved from th e en er gies as observed . The fu's t of these con tributions can b e determined by p erforming a preliminary diagonaliza tion of the J = 9j2 m atri x with a good es timate of F 2. The second contribution can be ob tain ed if a r easonable " unp erturb ed" (3P 2) nj [4] 3/2 series can b e dedu ced . If an in teraction pttnuneter (sec r ef. [22] , p . 141) ,), = 23 K is assumed bet ween the CP2)nj [4] 3/2 and e PJ)nf [4] 3/2 series, the fon ner series b ecomes satisfactorily Ri tzia n, and after an addi tional "smoo thing" of th e series, unp er t ur bed level ellergies can be esLimated to sufficient acc uracy, H ,nc'/ Lhen F 2 can b e dC' t'ived . Since n ondi agon al con trib ution to t he (JPz)nj [5] O p air is n egligible, Lhe G 4 par a meter can be obtained directly from the obser ved sep araLion of Lhis p air, whose diagonal en er gy expression s, in cl uding the spin-orbit in ter action ener gy of Lh 0 j-electr on, are [5] in table 15 for 6j, 7j. The B and F 2 parameters ar c given in table 16, along wiLh t he almost con stan t products F 2Xn 3 . The agreement b etween obser ved a nd calculated energies is seen to be very good, and it is probably significant that th e depar tures in almost every case agr ee wi tb the direction of p er turb ation on e might expect on the b asis of th e plo ts in figure  8 . The calculations predict th e obser ved ordering of K-pairs with r esp ect to ener gy for all excep t the p erturb ed e p z) 4j [3] O and e p ,)4j [3] O p airs .
The perturba tions of th e Br I nj levels arise from nj X n p as well as nj X n'j in teractions. Considerin g first tb e lat ter typ e, we r em ember tha t since th e coefficien ts of th e Slater integrals in the nf en ergy m atrices ar e b ased entirely upon the angular parts of the eigenfunctions, these same coefficients are valid in the discussion of njX n 'j interaction .
Since this interaction is expected to be greater if -<: a nondiagon al]~ is involved , we should expect that the strongest inter actions would b e of the types is, comparatively, very strong, owing to th eir almost identical unp erturb ed posi tions , as indicated by the 1 calculations. It is possible that the designationsof these levels should b e in terchanged. The poin ts corresponding to (3P 2) 6j [3] ° fall outside the range of figure 8 and have b een omitted. Anoth~r strikin g feature of this figure is that it suggests, correc tly, that (3 P, )5j [4] ;)lz falls between epz)9j,10j [4] h Superposed on the above interactions are those of the type nj X np, which also seem to be stronger if th e interacting levels have the same K-valu e.
The CD z) 5p group appears to interact with nj levels having the appropriate Kand J-values, the ~J largest such interaction being (lD2)5p 2D s/2,3/ 2 r" X (3P2) 4j[2] h3/Z, owing to the proximity of the levels.
The several interactions affecting (3 P2)nj[3] 0 pairs make the levels for n"i;; 5 coincide within the exp eri-' .... m ental error. Since it is not possible to decid e with certainty from which level of the pair a particular line aris es, wh en that line is classifiable by either of the levels , the two levels are represented by a single -L' energy in table 5 .
The calculations suggest that the observed ep2) I the series is almost Ritzian , so that if the series is p erturbed , it must be of a complicated sort, involving several np levels, since a single interaction with CDz)5p 2P 3/ 2,' / 2 would not account for the preservation of the rather strict lin earity found in figure 8 .
The (3 P2)8p 4 D~/ 2X (3P]) 4j[3]~/ 2 interaction , complicated by additional influ ences on these levels, should also be m entioned, since it is possible that the two designations should b e interchanged. It is not entirely clear what causes the (S P] )4},5j[3]0 levels to be observed so " mu ch " hi gher than their calculated posi tions.
Conclusion
. '
Since the Br I line list has now been essenti ally exhausted-only 26 of 1253 lines remain unclassifiedit is clear that any significant additions to the analysis of Br I will demand a thorough, new observation of the spectrum, made with a much stronger source for reasonable exposure times in the red, and one that produces Br2 emission of much less intensity than the source used in this investigation. Even without making accurate calculations, one can predict very closely, barring strong in teractions, the positions of the remaining unknown ns, np, nd, A a nd nf levels t hat fall below t he prin cipal ionizat ion limi t. This can be done aln lOst by insp ection of' tables 5 a nd 6. One ca n, Lhen, m ak e educated g ue ses as to t he wavelengL h region wher e t he tronger lines involvin g t he unkn own levels will li e. Of co urse m any of t he n ew lin es t hat would b e included in a ny a ugmen ted lin e Ii t would b e acco un ted for by transitions predicted in t he presen t sq ua re array, a nd migh t help us in a p ossible revision of th e more insecure level d es ig na tions m en tioned a bove. A study of t he Zeem an effect in B r I is p ossibly th e only and ce rtainly t he bes t met hod of' r esolving a few difficulties of interpretation, s uch as that of th e J = 1/2 levels ly ing in the vicini ty of (ISo) 58 2S1/ 2 as discussed a bove.
Perhaps the most dem anding study t hat could be ini tiated on Br I is an ext ensive an alysis of t he nel co nfigurations and their coupling and p er turbations. If some of the levels still miss ing from th e e p 2) 9el-ll d config urations could b e found, a m ore defini te decision co uld possibly b e reach ed as to whether som e levels prese ntly assig ned to ep ,)6cl migh t n ot mor e properly b elong to (3 P2)9d.
O f' th e 26 lines in our list th at h ave d efi ed classification, one h as in tensity 50, one in tensity 15 W, a nd t he rest have in tensities 10 a nd less . It is prob able t h at as many as on e-hal/' of t hese lin es act ually do n ot arise from neutral atomic bromine. F or exam ple, sin ce th e six unclassifi ed lin es of wa velengths less th an 4 100 A would h ave to res ul t froHl t ra nsitions to t he even (3P ) 58 levels in order for the upper levels to lie below th e (3P 2) limi t, a nd since n o new odd levels predictable on t his basis fall in acce ptable positions, it is doub tful th at these s ix lines belong to B e I.
There seems to be li ttle h ope of findin g a ny Bl'I levels above th e caP 2) limi t unless a utoionization from t hese levels is som ehow avoided . Alt hough we have predicted and looked in O UT list for m a ny lines t hat we t hought most likely to appear from such levels, non e could be established defini tely.
The unknown ng levels falling below t he cap 2) limit ar e predicted to lie in the r ange 90890 to 95285. Their stronger combinations will generally b e wi t h n1 levels. Since th ese latter levels are in the range 88300 to 95285 K combin ations with ng will produce lines t hat fall in th e infrar ed b eyond t he region accessible by photography.
F or suggestin g this problem and offerin g advi ce t hroughout, I th ank C. C. Kiess. His in terest in the bromine spectrum has lasted over 30 years, and his excitem en t and en thusiasm as h e watched our a nalysis progress was a constan t source of en courageme nt.
I also express m y indebtedness to C . Moore-Sitterly and W . F . M eggers for generously allowin g 531 me to dra, w so p ersis te n tly upon their great exp erien ce a nd kn owledge of ato mic sp ectr a.
R. E . Trecs exa min ed an d improved upon th e discussion of th e Sp6 co nfig lU'lttion. VV. R. Bozm an frequen tly advised an d in sLru cLed rn e in t h e various computations by th e electro nic com puter a nd also took ch arge of the prep ara Lion or pri n Ls for Ute figures in t his p ap er. W . C. Mltrtin C'ri LicflJly r ead th e m anuscrip t a nd offered m a ny useful s uggesLion s. . Mrs . Ruth P eterson p atiently a nd accLlratel:vcarri eci out some of th e final hand calculations, a nd Mrs. Sylvia Shure car efully typed t h e m a nuscrip t. It is It pleasure t o th ank each of these colleagues 1'0 1' his or her con tribution t o this p aper .
Fin ally, and esp ecially, I wan t to record my gr atit ude t o C. H . C orliss, who provided advisor y a nd, more often, active assistan ce in all ph ases of th e experimen tal work th at follo wed our earlier collaboration in ob tainin g t he firs t series of wavelength obser vations. 21180.38 58' 'P,/2-4j [213" """ 4722. 97 9 21167.20 58' ' P3/, -4j [315 /, ,.) 
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